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Electronic Structure of Impurities in Cu, Calculated Self-Consistently

by Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green's-Function Method
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We report calculations of the electronic structure impurities in Cu by appying the Kor-
ringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green's-function method. . We use a self-consistent host band struc-
ture for the calculation of the Green's function. The additional effort for calculating the
impurity problem self-consistently is considerably smaller than for calculating the host
band structure. As examples, the local densities of states for Ni, Zn, Ga, and Ge im-
purities in Cu are presented.

Because of the technological importance of
point defects in metals, there is a great need
for a proper theoretical understanding of their
electronic properties. Previous theoretical work
has been mainly limited to simple metals to which
pseudopotential theory of jellium models' can be
applied. Exceptions are cluster calculations,
which are restricted to a small number of atoms,
or supercell models exhibiting a periodic ar-
rangement of defects. For instance, such a model
has been used recently by Gupta and Siegel' for
vacancies in Al. Both methods have serious dis-
advantages: In cluster calculations the embedding
in the ideal lattice is neglected whereas super-
cell calculations necessarily include interaction
effects between the periodically arranged defects.
A Green's-function method is more appropriate to
treat the defect problem, since it takes full ad-
vantage of the periodicity of the host lattice and
the short range of the impurity potential.

For metals a Green's-function method based on
the Korringa, -Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) band-struc-
ture formalism has been proposed by Dupree, '
Beeby, ' and others. ' The host lattice is repre-
sented by a periodic array of muffin-tin poten-
tials and the impurity is described by a single
perturbed potential. Calculations based on this
method have been performed by Harris, ' Lasse-
ter and Soven, ' Terakura, ' and Coleridge, Holz-
warth, and Lee.' Similar calculations based on
a pseudo Green's-function approach have been
performed by Smith. " One unsolved problem in

these calculations is the choice of the potentials.
Normally the potentials are constructed with the
Mattheiss prescription from atomic charge den-
sities. They depend on the chosen atomic con-
figuration which, however, may be changed con-
siderably in a solid.

In this Letter we report calculations based on
the KKH Green's-function method for Ni, Zn,
Ga, and Ge impurities in Cu for which we have
determined the potentials self-consistently. We
have employed the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham formal-
ism in the local-density approximation with the
exchange-correlation potential of Hedin and Lund-
qvist. "Our method can be applied to both tran-
sition and simple metals and represents in a
sense an analog to the recently devel, oped Green's-
function method for semiconductors. "

The electronic charge density, which is needed
for a self-consistent determination of the poten-
tial, is related to the one-electron Green's func-
tion of the perturbed crystal

p(r) = —(2/m)f „dE ImG(r, r, E).

Similarly the local density of states in a volume
V is obtained as

nr(E) = —(2 ')J„d'r ImG(r, r, E).

We will briefly outline the basic equations for
the KKR Green's function. " In each unit cell m, n
the Green's function G is expanded into eigenso-
lutions of the local muffin-tin potential:

G(r+R, r'+R")= (E)'"5.„+Y,(r)Y, (r')R, (r&, E)H, (r), E)
L

+ Q YI (r)R, (r,E )G~~i "(E)R, ,"(r', E )Y~ (r').

Here r and r are restricted to the Wigner-Seitz cell, and r& or r) are the smaller or larger of Ir I and
Ir I. Y~ are real spherical harmonics. The radial eigenfunctions R, (r, E) are regular at the origin
and are given outside the muffin-tin radius R, by a combination of spherical Bessel and Neumann
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functions: cos5, j,((E)' 'r) —sin&, n, ((Z)' r).
H, =N, —iR, is the analog to the spherical Hankel function and also contains a nonregular solution

N,
"which is given asymptotically by sin5, j,((E)' r)+cosh, n, ((Z)' r). Here 5, (E) are the phase

shifts for the muffin-tin potential in cell m. The only unknowns in Eq. (3), the Green's-function matrix
elements G», "(E), can be obtained by a Dyson equation from the matrix elements Gzzi'""(E) of the
Green's function G' for the ideal crystal

G.. "(Z)=G..""(E)+Z.G..O™0(Z)~t; (Z)G.-.'"(Z), (4)

where G», "(E)=G», "(E)exp(- N, —i5,") 4. t, = t, —t, ' is the difference between the on-shell t ma-
trices of the impurity, which is assumed to be at the origin, and the host atoms and can be expressed
by the phase shifts (t, = -Z ' mein', expi5, ). Equation (4) is relatively simple to solve, once the ideal
Green s function is known, since the perturbation is localized at the impurity cell only. For most ap-
plications one only needs the impurity Green's function 6»"which for cubic symmetry is diagonal in
angular momentum, if 3, I' (2. The Dyson equation then decomposes into four scalar equations for s,
p, d-T, and d-E& scattering.

The major problem is the determination of the ideal Green's-function elements Gzz.o ™n(E).By insert-
ing the KKR Ansatz for the wave function

f-„„(r+R )=exp(ik R )Qz i pz(kv)Y~(r)R, (r, E)
in the spectral representation for the Green's function

G.(-, -,. E) g Z+&0+ -Z&kv

one immediately obtains for the imaginary part

ImG»' "(E)=(E)' '8(Z)5 „5» —w+„f~zd'k5(E -Ez„)qz(kv)pz, (kv)i' ' exp[ik (R -R")].
The real part can be obtained by a Kramers-Kronig integration:

n», (E)ReG», 0™n(E)=m 'f „dE'I'(E'-E) 'n». (E')ImG», 0™n(Z'),

with

GLL (Z) ~LL [tl (Z)1

-[t,'(E)t, ,'(Z)] 'Vzz 'f~zd'k[(E)' '
tc5o, '&.»A+z(kz, E)] 'exp[ik (R"-R")].

Contrary to (7), the integrand is only needed in
the desired energy range. However, an addition-
al difficulty arises due to the strong E and k de-
pencence of the KKR structure constants.

We have calculated the imaginary part of the
Green's function according to Eq. (6) and the real
part by both methods. The BZ integrations were
performed with the tetrahedron method' with
6144 tetrahedrons. in the irreducible part of the
Brillouin zone. For this the KKR matrix in Eq.
(8) was expanded into eigenvectors. ' Figure 1
shows that both methods agree very well, so that
the much faster Kramers-Kronig integration with
a cutoff at about 1 Ry can be used.

By applying this method to impurities in Cu,
we have used the density-functional formalism
with the local exchange-correlation approxima-
tion of Hedin and I undqyist. " For this choice
of the exchange-correlation potential, the self-
consistent host potential of Cu has been calcu-
lated by Moruzzi, Janak, and Williams" and is
used to generate the Cu band structure and the
ideal Green's functions. The impurity potential
is then calculated self-consistently from the
charge density. For this a density change only
in the impurity muffin-tin cell is assumed. The
core states of the impurity are frozen and taken

n„,(E)=f, drr'R, (r, E)R,,(r, Z).

In actual calculations the integration in (7) cannot be done up to infinite energies and one has to choose
a cutoff energy E, . For m =n this means that above E, one replaces the Green's function by that for
free electrons. Alternatively one can evaluate the Green's-function elements by a Brillouin-zone (BZ)
integration over the reciprocal KKR matrix
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from 3n atomic calculation. As usual self-con-
sistency is achieved by iteration, i.e. , solving
E . (4) calculating a new impurity potential,

~ ~ fetc. Obviously the Green's-function method is o
considerable advantage for this self-consistency
procedure: For each iteration only the relatively
simple one-center problem for the impurity has
to be recalculated, whereas the Green's functions
for Cu have only to be determined once.

As a result of our calculations, Fig. 2 shows
the local densities of states within the muffin-tin
sphere for Ni, Zn, Ga, and Ge impurities in Cu.
For comparison the density of states for pure
Cu is also given.

For Ni our calculations give a virtual boundt
state centered at 1.10 eV below the Fermi energy
with a half width of 4=2 x 0.35 eV. Experimental
values for the peak position are 1.0 eV (soft-x-

j.B)ray scattering measurements of Durham et a .
and 0.8 eV (x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
measurements of Hufner, Wertheim, and Wer-
nick").

For Zn the virtual bound state appears at 8.2
eV. This is about 1.5 eV higher than the recent
experimental. value of Norris and Williams. "
This error, which is even more pronounced for
Ga and Ge, seems to be a general shortcoming
of the local-density approximation. Similar ef-

S ~9fects occur in band-structure calculations.
Within the energy range of the Cu d band the s

d& densities of states are strongly structured.
8This effect, already discussed by Terakura, is
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FIG. 2. Local densities of states for Ni, Zn, Ga, and
Ge impurities in Cu. The lowest curve gives the s con-
tribution, the second one the sum of the s and p contri-
butions, and the highest one of the total local density of
states as the sum of the 8, p, and d contribution. The
density of states for pure Cu is given at the top.

due to the hybridization of the impurity s and p
electrons with the d electrons of the host Cu
atoms. It is more pronounced for Ga and Ge.

For Ga the s density is shifted to lower ener-
gies and a localized 4s state appears just below
the bottom of the Cu valence band. The energy
of the localized 3d state, 16.6 eV, is about 2.0

18eV higher than the experimental value.
For Ge the energies of the localized states are

further decreased (E„=10.7 eV, EM = 26.6 eV;
the experimental value is EM =29.2 eV"). The
position of the p density of states remains prac-
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tically unchanged from Zn to Ge. Its visible in-
crease is expected from the atomic configura-
tions.

Our calculations indicate that the assumption
that only the impurity potential is perturbed, is
not of major importance, since the impurity is
to a large extent screened in its own muffin-tin
sphere. E.g. , for Ni the impurity Wigner-Seitz
cell contains 10.03 electrons (instead of 10), and
even for the tetravalent Ge only 0.22 electrons
are missing in the impurity cell.

In conclusion, we have shown that self-consist-
ent ab initio calculations of the electronic struc-
ture of impurities in transition metals are pos-
sible. The calculations can be extended to cases
where the potentials at neighboring atoms are
also disturbed. The effort of such a calculation
would be comparable to a cluster calculation with
the same number of atoms. Contrary to the clus-
ter method, however, the Green's-function meth-
od described the embedding of the perturbed clus-
ter in the infinite ideal crystal exactly.
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